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Abstract 
India has huge potential for making clean power through Renewable Energy Sources (RES) to be 
specific Hydro, Wind and Solar. This potential has been fittingly observed and shows India's 
understanding for reducing carbon impression as a making country. The excitement for significance is 
making very much arranged in the entire world. The Conventional vitality sources like coal and oil are 
restricted. Viable power source assets will acknowledge an essential part later on. India is sorted out 
in splendid belt India is given enormous sun orchestrated significance potential. Association of India 
had actuated Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) in 2009. The Indian Government 
hope to impel clean importance pushed Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) on 
eleventh January 2010, which is one of the eight missions under National Action Plan on Climate 
Change (NAPCC– 2008). This mission dreams to introduce 22,000 MW through framework related 
and off system control plants. The audit in light of unbounded point of convergence of sun arranged 
essentialness supply has been exhibited. The paper has been clear up the accessibility, current status, 
frameworks, perspectives, obliged time philosophies, accomplishments and future capacity of sun-
based vitality choice in India.  
 
Keywords- Non-Conventional Sources, Solar Power, Renewable Energy, Solar energy Evolution 
Barriers and challenges Solar policies.  
  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Power is essential for any nation for urbanisation, industrialisation, cash related progression and 
change of  want for standard comforts of society. India is arranged fifth in the power age on the planet. 
In particular, India has exhibited most last of 276.783 GW out of which 69.6% is from warm, 15.2% 
from hydro, 2.1% from atomic and around 13.2% from reasonable power sources (as on August 2015). 
Table 1 demonstrates the power need and accessibility in India. Along these lines, Indian power part 
is fundamentally in the context of non-feasible power sources, with around threefifths of the nation's 
capacity is conveying by stores of coal. The warm power station exudes a high measure of lethal gases, 
for example, N0x, COx and SOx gases which are splendid for thriving and condition. In a most recent 
couple of decades, the Indian government has made sense of how to diminish the utilisation of non-
reasonable power sources based vitality and advance doable power source age. India was the 
indispensable nation on the planet to set up a Ministry of non-standard centrality assets in mid-1980. 
The Solar and wind vitality are straightforwardly accessible, and they are a condition all around 
organised. The breeze hugeness structures are far-fetched at all locales in light of the route that of low 
breeze rates, and it is more inconsistent than sun controlled centrality. Sun organised centrality is the 
essential sensible power source asset which is accessible in the greater part of the nation of the world. 
Undoubtedly, even its in open assurance potential is widely higher than the present aggregate 
fundamental vitality inquire. Sun based vitality progression is an essential gadget which can chop 
down global carbon emissions. The cost of sun based centrality movements are livelily declining in 
the constant past years, and it is showing potential for tireless reductions in the not so distant future. 
Beginning at now, the exhibited farthest reaches of sun based criticalness extends in India is around  
4.22 GW. India is expecting to pass on 100 GW of sun controlled power by 2022. [15-22].  
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Table 1. The electricity sector requirement and availability in India on March 2015 
  Energy in MU  Peak in MW  
Availability  1,030,785  141,160  
Requirement  1,068,923  148,166  
Shortage  38,138  7006  
%  Shortage  3.6  4.7  
 
II. SOLAR POWER IN INDIA 
While a few players have just started planning, most still can't seem to put down a wager on sun-
based, given  
the vulnerabilities inside the part. Accomplishment in the sun oriented vitality will require a long haul 
responsibility and a sound comprehension of neighbourhood progression. We as of late concentrated 
India's incipient sun based vitality activities, consolidating our exploration and perceptions with points 
of view gathered from many meetings with engineers, producers, speculators, esteem chain, 
controllers, and arrangement creators at both the state and national levels. Our exploration drove us to 
three noteworthy conclusions:   
  
1. India's daylight based market could be worth billions of dollars all through the next decade. 
India's sun controlled potential is adequately certified—and the assistance condition upgrading 
adequately brisk— to check a $6 billion to $7 billion capital-equip showcase and close $4 
billion in yearly livelihoods for network related sun based generators all through the next 
decade.   
2. Project execution, financing, and impediment are crucial. A thrifty cost base will be at the focal 
point of productive Indian sun arranged undertakings. As the amount of endeavours and 
players extends, acquisition practicality will transform into a tidiness essential. Longer-term 
regard will start from capably executed assignments, ease (and consistently imaginative) 
financing, and limitation.   
3. Local players will order the downstream daylight based industry. Rather than the overall 
thought of the upstream business (sunlight based modules), we expect neighbourhood, or if 
nothing else particularly limited players to administer the downstream side, including wander 
headway, foundation, and course, in the first years. Given adequate time to change their plans 
of action, overall players entering India all of a sudden can prosper. Joining and taking in the 
ropes early will be fundamental for both adjacent and global players.  
As of late as 2009, the JNNSM's objective to achieve 20 gigawatts (GW) by 2022 showed up 
excessively aggressive. Today, few uncertainties that the JNNSM won't just meet its goal, yet also 
surpass it. Given our appraisals, the mix of power request development, petroleum derivative cost and 
accessibility challenges, and positive natural directions could increment sun oriented power ability to 
more than 50 GW by 2022. The sun based industry's structure will quickly advance as sun based 
achieves network equality with natural power in the vicinity of 2016 and 2018 (see figure 1).[1] 
 
 
Fig. 1. Solar power will achieve grid equality with conventional power between 2016 and 2018 [1] 
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This improvement story has two areas: the seed arranges, where free daylight based power producers 
get the government to reinforce, trailed by the advancement organise, where rising interest and perfect 
monetary perspectives provoke quick industry advancement, attracting greater utilities. In the seed 
arrange, before sun based power accomplishes coordinate correspondence, the sponsorship driven 
market will have allowed through centred advertising. Use troubles and controls, including great 
purchase responsibilities (RPOs), manageable power source revelations (RECs), and net metering, will 
ease in this stage, and theorist sureness will rise. These segments will merge to speed up the resulting 
advancement organise when the territory drastically increases in evaluate. We expect a move notorious 
cases, and in the way, business players see sun based's plausibility in the period 2016-18. Sun situated 
will be viewed as additional to be a reasonable imperativeness source, not also as a differentiating 
choice to other maintainable sources yet moreover.    
  To a necessary degree of the standard grid control. The testing and refinement of off-lattice 
and roof sun-based models in the seed stage will push incite the shaky improvement of this section in 
the advanced stage. [1]  
  
A. The Seed Phase:  
General costs for photovoltaic (PV) modules are dropping, reducing the public value of making sun 
energised control. In India, this induced an affected lessening in the triumphant offers for JNNSM 
meanders. With ordinary expenses of 15 to 17 pennies for every kilowatt-hour (kWh), sun costs based 
in India are beginning at now among the world's smallest. Given overcapacity in the module business, 
costs will undoubtedly keep falling all through the going with four years previously levelling off. By 
2016, the price of sunlight-based power could be as far as 15 per cent lower than that of the most costly 
framework related to predictable essentialness providers. The most distant purpose of those providers 
alone, practically 8 GW in standard terms, refers to sun energised comparing age limit capacity of 25 
to 30 GW. In light of execution challenges, regardless, it's unlikely that the more significant part of 
this potential will be perceived by 2016. The intense offering model, which has been convincing, will 
in all likelihood proceed through the seed compose. The JNNSM will be essential to the locale amidst 
this stage, as will state-run wanders, for example, those in Gujarat and Rajasthan. We predict that 12 
will 14 GW of ability to be joined amidst the seed arrange—if all else fails as framework related 
utilities. Beyond what many would consider possible fused the off-lattice space amidst this stage might 
be under 1 GW. Regardless, heading into the change mastermind, as sun controlled power winds up 
being more intense than different sorts of elective centrality, we anticipate that off-arrange purpose of 
restriction will rise exponentially. System consistency will be a pitch quick, making a beeline for two 
unusual moves in the sun controlled market. In any case, in light of good endeavour cash related issues, 
cross-segment pertaining most distant point will move at a stunningly speedier rate than as of now, 
and second, controls and philosophy measures will be refined to advance off-compose age.  
  
B. The Growth Phase:  
The market will see a significant change after 2016. Lower sun filled costs joined with 
expanding costs of structure power will instigate offtakers (checking dispersal affiliations, private 
firms utilising open access, and firms setting up their detainee confine) that light-based energy is 
fiscally conceivable (see figure 2). This move will hail the beginning of the change orchestrate, amidst 
which sort out related sun arranged purpose of restriction would rise quickly to around 35 GW by 
2020 as planners make the ability to meet both RPO necessities and request from off-takers scanning 
for cost-competent separating different options to standard power.[1]    
Starting at now, India is arranged eleventh in sunlight develop control age in light of the planet 
as of Jan. 2014. Government reinforced sun based vitality in India addressed around 6.4MW/yr of 
power starting in 2005. In 2010 most remote purpose of 25.1MW was fused and 468.3MW out of 
2011. In 2012 the use of repression increment more than two times and wind up 1205 MW. Among 
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2013 limit included by 1114MW and amidst 2014 most extreme incorporated by 313MW. In August 
2015, the exhibited structure related sun arranged power oblige is 4.22 GW. The cost of sun organised 
hugeness has dived from Rs. 17.90 for every unit in 2010 to about Rs. 7 for each group in 2015. It is 
customary that with advancement change and market rivalry sun energised power will achieve sort 
out correspondence by 2017-18. The Grid consistency surmises the cost of force conveyed from 
elective significance ends up square with or not as much as the cost of acquiring power from the cross 
area. Framework consistency is an essential term in the contiguous planetary social affair and ideally 
photovoltaic load up. The Charanka Solar Park, at the current exhibited most distant purpose of 224 
MW is the best Solar Park in Asia, was endorsed on April 19, 2012. [8-15]Some sunshine based power 
plant of India appears in Table 2. In India, Rajasthan has the best offer of sun-based power age of 
28.4%, and Gujarat share is 24.4% as of September 2015. Table 3 shows the current sun based power 
compel in another territory of India.  
[2-8]  
Figure 3 demonstrates the sun oriented radiation information guide of India. It can be watched that  
most astounding yearly worldwide radiation is gotten in Rajasthan and northern Gujarat.  
  
   
Fig. 2. Solar production costs will drop 20-25          Fig.3. Solar radiation of India  
per cent in the seed phase and 15-20 per cent  in the growth phase [1].   
  
Table 2. Some Solar Plants in India 
 
 
Table 3. Current Solar Power Capacity in Some State as on Sep 2018 [10] 
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III. SOLAR ENERGY- CURRENT STATUS (DISCUSSION) 
Sun based criticalness is the vitality got from the sun through the kind of radiation. India is contributed 
to the rich sun organised vitality asset. The average intensity of sun-filled radiation got on India is 200 
MW/km square (megawatt per kilometre square) with 250– 300 mind-blowing days in multi-year. Sun 
masterminded is significant, however beginning at now underutilised, hugeness asset in India with the 
probability to offer an enhanced power supply (particularly in remote regions) and expansion the 
security of India's centrality supply. Sun based vitality propel changes geographically with Western 
Rajasthan getting the most amazing yearly radiation criticalness and the north-eastern territories 
enduring the base. India has a superior to the average level of sun arranged radiation, facing the sun 
controlled hugeness likeness more than 5000 trillion kWh/year. Subordinate to the area, the well-
ordered repeat ranges from 4 to 7 kWh/m2, with the enormous bunches of daylight extending from 
2300 to 3200 reliably. The yearly general radiation fluctuates from 1600 to 2200 kWh/m2, which is 
indistinguishable from radiation got in the tropical and sub-tropical region. The same noteworthiness 
potential is around 6000 million GWh of vitality for reliably. Sun based radiation levels in different 
parts of the nation are given in Fig. 3. It can be watched that paying little heed to the way that the most 
stupefying yearly general radiation is gotten in Rajasthan, northern Gujarat and parts of Ladakh 
territory, the elements of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, and Madhya Pradesh in like way get incredibly 
expansive measure of radiation when showed up distinctively in connection to different parts of the 
world notably Japan, Europe and the US where progress and relationship of sunshine based headways 
is most important [8].   
 India's exhibited sun arranged power most remote purpose of 39.6 MW toward the entire of 
June 2010 was to create completely in light of PV headway with approximately 20% of the limit being 
utilised for off-lattice applications [5]. Change of trade vitality has been a touch of India's structure for 
creating criticalness supply and meeting decentralised importance needs of the basic piece. The 
procedure is controlled through India's Ministry of New Renewable Energy (MNRE), Energy 
development relationship in the different States and the Indian Renewable Energy Development 
Agency Limited (IREDA) [9]. These frameworks are being capable through research and 
devolvement; terrible closeness station meanders, government sponsorship programs, what's more, 
private part extends and to move the most exceptional use of an extensive variety of sun-based power 
and besides to broaden the offer of the sustainable power source in the Indian market. India's vision of 
decreasing discharge intensity of the economy by 20– 25% through the use of its unending sun 
orchestrated assets and giving 500 GW of fresh vitality through thorium-based atomic hugeness by 
2050. The NAPCC has after a short time set an objective of 5% of power buy from renewables, which 
will be stretched out by 1% reliably to achieve 15% by 2020. The JNNSM Mission will be 
acknowledged in three stages, cross in the straggling leftovers of the period of the Eleventh Plan and 
first year of the Twelfth Plan (up to 2012– 2013) as Phase 1, the straggling leftovers of the 4 broadened 
lengths of the Twelfth Plan (2013– 2017) as Phase 2 and the thirteenth Plan (2017– 2022) as Phase 3. 
The aching is to guarantee liberal scale sending of sun arranged conveyed control for sort out related 
and furthermore appropriated and decentralised off-network strategy of business centrality 
associations. The relationship over the application fragments is imagined in table 3.[24-27].   
  
IV. SOLAR LIGHTING SAVINGS GRID ELECTRICITY IN INDIA  
The financial matters of introduced sun-powered photovoltaic road illumination system (in India) have 
been functioned out thinking about the lifetime of the structure as 15 years. The AC electrical vitality 
reserve funds by utilising sun oriented photovoltaic road illumination and home illumination structure 
are introduced in Table 4 [16].  
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Table 4. Grid Electricity Savings by Using Solar Lighting System[16] 
  
  
V. INDIAN GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
Since 2000, there are distinctive exercises taken by Government of India to invigorate daylight based 
essentialness in the country to be particular. Some of acts and rules are –  
1. Electricity Act 2003:  
2. National Electricity Policy 2005:  
3. National Rural Electrification Policies (NREP), 2006: 
4. Tariff policy (January 2006):  
5. Initiatives to promote soler PV in India 
6. Semiconductor Policy (2007) 
7. National action plan on climate change (NAPCC)   
8. National five year plan (FYP)  
 
9. Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar mission- 
 The Government of India is giving Rs. 15,050 cr. Blessing to impel solar system point augmentation 
in the country[13]. This capital arrangement will be obliged sun based ventures in different urban 
districts and towns. Sunshine based power meanders with the theory of about Rs. 90,000 cr. would be 
made utilising a packaging framework with warm power. Further, meander will begin with clearing 
Public Sector Undertakings (PSU) and Independent Power Producers (IPPs). Different states 
Government have additionally turned out with state sun arranged blueprints to drive sun organised 
vitality progression. The State Electricity Boards and separate relationship for restore capable hugeness 
at the state level, expect a crucial part in execution at a state level. Free of these political endeavours, 
states are promoting sun based power. Gujarat, for instance, is pushing the establishment of 350 MW 
sun filled PV by 2011. It offers a feed-in gather of Rs. 15/kWh for the first 12 years and Rs. 5/kWh 
for the running with 13 years. Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission (JNNSM) was pushed in 11 
Jan. 2009 with the objective for Grid Connected Solar Projects of 20,000 MW by 2022[25,26]. The 
Mission had gotten a three-orchestrate approach. Beginning multi-year (2009-13) had separate as 
Phase-I. Whatever is left of the four expanded lengths of the Twelfth Plan (2013– 17) had been 
different as Phase-II, and the thirteenth Plan (2017– 22) will be Phase-III of the project. The reason 
for this undertaking was to join 1,000 MW of framework sun arranged power by 2013, and another 
3,000 MW by 2017. The objective for 2017 might be higher in the context of the transparency of 
general assets and progression exchange. Table 5 demonstrates the intentions of intensity age in 
various years.[26]  
Table 5. The target of power generation in JNMSM by 2022 
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VI. CHALLENGES  
The challenges have been expanded into different variables  written below:  
  
A) Technical:  
Different specific issues and vulnerabilities incorporate the improvement, for example, aggregating 
matters, the peril related with headway and its related framework, the insufficiency and courageous 
nature of the DNI information available and different others have always included down to earth 
talk. Because of these anxieties, it has pushed toward getting the chance to be difficult for sunshine 
based to be compelling with other more settled wellsprings of centrality.  
  
B) Policy and regulatory barriers:  
To grow dependably sun arranged essentialness part requires unfaltering methodologies and 
enabling headings. The examiners demonstrate reluctance and uncertainty in case they see the high 
danger in the region, which must be ensured by robust and engaging procedures for working up a 
market. The need in clearness of courses of action and controls can negatively impact the whole 
deal headway orchestrating of a country. Table 10 exhibits the related approach and managerial 
blocks for sun-fueled imperativeness part.  
  
C) Economic:  
The Socio-Economic inconveniences unequivocally impact the difference in sun energised vitality, 
as it can prompt less assembling and assertion of the progression. The improvement requires 
monstrous theory which alone can't be fulfilled through sovereign assets, so there is have to draw 
private undertakings, which must be pulled in when there are marvellous motivations to put 
resources into the headway. There are worries to the accessibility of direct credit, as the market isn't 
developed enough to help pull in hypotheses for movement of the area. There are challenges 
identified with the availability of land, non-transparency of sufficient information ashore 
title/possession, complex zone zoning and engineering done by neighbourhood bodies, there are 
issues relating to the easement of rights on held or ensured areas in the district of the meander.  
  
D) Institutional challenges.  
  
VII. HOW WON IN SOLAR 
Worldwide obtaining is doubtful to remain a differentiator as more companies realise scale and 
become adroit at it. Making value in the Indian market required adequate finalising, Financial 
support, and localisation.  
 
A. Finalising:  
Given the vast front-end costs of sun controlled endeavours, deferrals can wreak destruction on benefit. 
To be sure, even under the most proper conditions, regulating power reaches out in India is 
extraordinary—wanders are consistently directed by establishment issues and conflicting close-by 
venders. Also, accomplice organisation at the national, state, and neighbourhood levels every now and 
again thwarts ensuring successful wander execution and upheld movement. In this manner, fabricating 
a gathering of talented undertaking boss and experienced troubleshooters will be fundamental.  
 
B. Financial  Support: 
Inventive techniques for financing will make win conditions for all accomplices and activity 
imperative direct motivation for wander originators. Isolated models could join coordinating without 
any difficulty financing countries—Japan, for example—or with buyers searching for viability focal 
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points or obligation credits. A pool of simplicity wander esteem made from retail, or other cost sources 
can mean a specific great position. 
   
C. Localization: 
Close-by plan and building will expect an essential part in India's sun situated market. Inverter and 
alter ofsystem designs that wire nearby necessities and small murder segments that are expected more 
for overall markets can deliver imperative favourable circumstances. Over the long haul, total players 
will see the upsides of gathering locally and especially for the Indian market. Contention from 
neighbourhood players could moreover drive down systems costs.  
    
  
VIII. FUTURE OF SOLAR ENERGY IN INDIA 
India looked with twin inconveniences on the centrality, and environmental front must pick between 
limited choices, in any case, to work towards developing the bit of boundless later on noteworthiness 
structures. The target of the JNNSM is to create India as a general pioneer in Solar Energy, by 
making the game-plan conditions for its disseminating the nation over as fast as could be typical the 
circumstance being what it is.  
A) New meander engineers for 100 MW limit of structure (underneath 33 kV) related sunlight based 
undertakings (of 100 kW to 2 MW confines each) have besides been picked. It is average that 
150– 200 MW of sun orchestrated power will be exhibited in the nation by December 2011.   
B) To impact an empowering strategy to structure for the sending of 20,000 MW of sun controlled 
power by 2022.   
C) To increase purpose of restriction of framework related sunshine based power age to 1000 MW 
inside three years by 2013; an extra 3000 MW by 2017 through the required use of the plausible 
buy obligation by utilities kept up with a particular force. This purpose of constrainment can be 
fundamentally extended – achieving 10,000 MW displayed control by no under 2017, in the 
context of the improved and drew in international back and advancement exchange. The 
attempting focus for 2022 of 20,000 MW or more, will be at risk to the 'learning' of the primary 
two stages, which if gainful, could incite states of framework compelling sunlight based power. 
The change could be appropriately upscaled, in the context of accessibility of general save and 
headway.    
D) To make unusual conditions for light-based assembling limit, especially sun based warm for 
indigenous age and market master.   
E) To impel wanders for off framework applications, achieving 1000 MW by 2017 and 2000 MW 
by 2022.   
F) To accomplish 15 million m2 sunlight based temperate master region by 2017 and 20 million by 
2022.    
G) To pass on 20 million sunlight based lighting frameworks for rural zones by 2022.  
H) JNNSM Mission has set an objective of 1000 MW by 2017, achieving a million families. To meet 
this objective, the Mission hopes to ace vide sun organised lighting structures to more than 10,000 
towns and estates furthermore to set up remain single rustic sunlight based power plants in 
particular class States and zones, for example, Lakshadweep, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and 
the Ladakh zone of Jammu and Kashmir.   
I) The State Government of Andhra Pradesh is building up a sun-based habitation bunch called the 
sunpowered city on a 10,000 zone of land gets in contact at Kadiri in Anantapur region. Sun 
masterminded city is relied on to pull in meanders worth Rs. 3000 crore in the primary stage. Four 
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firms (Sun bore, Lance Solar, AES Solar and Titan Energy) have meant a memorandum of 
discernment with the State to set up their units there. These affiliations will be the stay units in 
the sun controlled city and have a hardened limit of 2000 MW.     
J) Karnataka Power Corporation Ltd. has executed two activities: Every one of 3 MWp compel and 
has permitted the third endeavour of the same purpose of constrainment beginning late. The sun 
filled plants, orchestrated in Kola and Chickadee areas, have been executed under the Arunodaya 
plot for guaranteeing guaranteed control supply to rural zones, particularly irrigation pump sets. 
These PV control plants are masterminded as last part strengthen/driving of water system pumps.  
  
  
  
IX. CONCLUSION  
India has an extreme power insufficiency. It needs gigantic augmentations incapability to deal 
with the request of its rapidly creating economy. Change of sun based essentialness, which is 
indigenous and scattered and has the low fringe cost of age, can extend imperativeness security by 
upgrading supply, decreasing import requirement, and directing fuel esteem unusualness. Sun situated 
saw the change from an inconsequential promise to lift society to a more grounded money related 
improvement opportunity.  
  
In India. In any case, sun controlled requires robust methodologies for its steady advancement before 
it can bolster without any other individual. Daylight-based has ended up being significantly more a 
business suggestion for budgetary pros in the country and likewise contributing to the change of 
economy, as its benefits are undeniable three overlays, i.e. financially, socially and environmentally. 
As the part is making there are gatherings of exercises to be learnt from the inside and outside 
condition and from our past needs, which can be altered with the assistance of creative techniques. 
Despite the way that India's sun masterminded showcase has all the earmarks of being appropriate for 
neighbourhood players, it's right by and by open to general players also. Without a doubt, global firms 
that tailor their broad twisted to serve fascinating neighbouring needs financially could expel 
enormous respect. In the interim, adjoining players would interface be able to confine holes by 
reaching proper accords, or by choosing robust social affairs or people. A relationship of remote 
improvement and close-by EPC can engage the two social events to climb the lifted want to learn and 
modify smart, yet instruments should be set up to guarantee that the dangers and upsides are shared 
nearly. The two social affairs included will require an entire arrangement perspective of the market, 
with rehearses grabbed from starting endeavours joined with coming about ones. Neighbourhood or 
around the globe, the pioneers in this market will undoubtedly be those that get in the thick of things 
from the earliest starting point organise, as the cost of passage ascends outright with orchestrating 
correspondence nearing. A well-totally thought to be an approach to have a smart effect through right 
now portfolio making and to manufacture a making favoured viewpoint through planning for complete 
arrangement flexibility will be necessary contraptions for abusing the multi-billion-dollar capacity of 
India's light-based market.   
In this paper, we have inspected about the present status and possible destiny of sun situated 
essentialness in India. This paper exhibits the state of daylight based essentialness is worthy in India 
anyway specific additional strength is required for progression of sun located source. Regardless of 
diminishment of the cost of sun controlled power, it is an exorbitant wellspring of force differentiated 
and standard sources. It is essential to help and fund the sun-fueled energy until it can match the 
conventional sources.   
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